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Quickly --- About Me
• Hello! I am Josh Noble
• I have 20 years in IT
• Started career at an ISP and working 

at a school district that was also a 
MOREnet member!

• Been at MOREnet for 5 years
• Loves pinball, playing, fixing, staring 

at, dreaming about…
• Enjoys Halloween, mostly for the GM 

Monster Cereal!
• josh@more.net
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What We’re Doing This Morning

• High level overview of many 
networking subjects, including some 
tips and tricks 

• If you have questions, we will have time 
at the end of each section

• Any super crazy advanced questions, 
find me or one of the other MOREnet
Network Consultants during the Tech 
Summit

• Audience participation is highly 
encouraged and will be rewarded!

• Yes, we will most certainly have a
break

Presenter
Presentation Notes
I want this first class to be a nice gateway for the rest of the conference for you. I hope to bridge some gaps that you might have with some of the more advanced stuff, so that the things that are discussed make sense. I also hope to share knowledge that will not only make it easier for you to work with us remotely, but other vendors as well. 
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Shameless MOREnet Network 
Consulting Plug
• What we do?
• How we do it?
• How to reach us? 

• help@more.net
• 573-884-8694
• Put case in on MyMOREnet

• Who can work with us from your 
organization?

• How often can you work with us 
in Network Consulting?

Presenter
Presentation Notes
We can help with pretty much anything from the Firewall to the inside of your network. Firewall, switching, servers, wireless etc. Like you, we wear a lot of hats! We work with you remotely over the phone and with Zoom Meetings. We also do network assessments and wireless surveys. 

mailto:help@more.net
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Networking Protocols

• What is a protocol? 
• Simply put, it is a set of rules that 

defines something

• How does this apply to networks?
• Set of rules that defines how data is 

transmitted over a network

• Example Protocols
• TCP, UDP, IP, HTTP, DNS, FTP

• What is your favorite protocol?

Presenter
Presentation Notes
How to get from point A to point B? Think about what protocols make your life easier? Without DNS, we would have to remember IP addresses instead of hostnames, that would not be good. 
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Why Do We Need Protocols?

• Establish and terminate 
connections

• Define what format data is 
transmitted

• Helps determine what to do if 
errors take place and what to 
do if data gets lost

• Allows us (humans) to see the 
data

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Every network protocol was designed for a certain process or purpose. FTP was designed to transfer files from a client to a server. RDP or Remote Desktop Protocol was developed by Microsoft to allow a user to connect to another computer with a graphical user interface. 
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Why Do We Need Protocols?

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Basically without any network protocols we would just have a bunch of 1’s and 0’s that were all lost. 
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Network Devices

• Switches
• Layer 2 are most common
• Layer 3 if you need routing on the 

switch

• Access Points
• Layer 2

• Routers
• Layer 3

• Firewalls
• Layer 3

Presenter
Presentation Notes
When buying new networking equipment you will often see references to these “layers”. What are they referring to? It is important to know the difference between a layer 2 and a layer 3 switch when it is time to purchase. The cost can be significant. We will talk about what these layers are later in the presentation. 
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Networking Models

• OSI Model
• Open Systems Interconnection

• What is it? 
• A standardized and layered way to 

describe the flow of network data

• Why do we need it?
• Helps us troubleshoot network 

issues and understand how 
networks work. Most 
troubleshooting occurs in layers 1-4

Presenter
Presentation Notes
OSI was published and standardized way back in 1984 by the International Organization for Standardization (ISO). OSI Model was created to move vendors away from making proprietary hardware/software and allow them to develop tech that could interconnect. 
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OSI Model Layers – In a Nutshell

• 7 Different Layers
• Application – Allows access to network 

resources
• Presentation – Translates, encrypts and 

compresses data
• Session – Establish, manage and terminate 

sessions
• Transport – Provides reliable data delivery
• Network – Move packets from source to 

destination
• Data Link – Organizes bits into frames
• Physical – Transmits bits and physical 

connections



Be better connected.

OSI Model
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Layer 1 - Physical Layer
• Bits and Bytes live here
• Network Interface Card (NIC)
• Electrical signals are sent. Charge is a 1, 

no charge is a 0
• We start simple, the network cabling. Is 

your device plugged in? Is your cable 
good? 

• This is often overlooked as we typically 
assume our cables are good, but they do 
indeed go bad. Keep spares handy!

• MAC address vendor lookup tool 
https://www.wireshark.org/tools/oui-
lookup.html

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Do you know what kind of cables your network uses? CAT 5? CAT 6? Fiber? Our NIC uses electricity to send and receive data. Think of a charge on the wire as a one and no charge as a zero.  Our NIC is what connects us to the network. It can be a wired or wireless network. Each NIC has a unique 48 bit hardware id that is called a MAC (Media Access Control) Address. This has nothing to do with Apple. This address is burned onto ROM chips on the NIC at the factory. Each hardware vendor that makes NICs has a block of MAC addresses they can use that is assigned by the Institute of Electrical and Electronics Engineers or IEEE. As we will learn in the next slide, MAC addresses actually live in layer 2 of the OSI model. They are also referred to as “Physical Address.” Let’s look at what my MAC address is and paste it into the tool. Show them Eagleeye Draw example of 8 bit electrical signal. 

https://www.wireshark.org/tools/oui-lookup.html
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Layer 2 – Data Link
• MAC Addresses

• Unique hardware address that every network interface card (NIC) 
has

• Ethernet Frames live here 
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Ethernet_frame

• Most switches are layer 2
• Access Points
• Troubleshooting? Device plugged in, good cable, but still 

can’t see other devices on the network? Look for link lights 
on NIC and switch that it is plugged into. 

• arp - a from a command prompt shows arp cache on a 
Windows device

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Frames are encapsulated containers that “wrap around” our data (the ones and zeroes) to ensure it stays together and can arrive to it’s desired destination in one piece. Think of the bank canister. We put our “frames” into the canister, and hit the send button to the desired recipient (the bank teller). I put a link to the Wikipedia article on frames. The process is much more complex than this. We could spend the whole time talking about frames, packets etc. Address Resolution Protocol (ARP) is a protocol that is used to discover MAC addresses and their associated IP address. ARP helps devices on the network keep track of each other. Let’s see ARP in action. Run command as administrator. Type arp –a Delete one of the entries with arp –d IP-ADDR. Now do another arp –a. That entry should be gone. Now let’s ping that IP that we removed and do another arp –a. It should be back in our ARP table. At your school or library you should have a lot of ARP entries.

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Ethernet_frame
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Layer 3 - Network
• Routing occurs here
• IP addresses (we will go more in depth 

on them later)
• Layer 3 switches (switches that can do 

routing)
• Packets live here 

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Network
_packet

• Troubleshooting? Do you have an IP 
address (ipconfig)? Can you PING 
another device? 

• Nslookup to translate hostname to IP 
address

Presenter
Presentation Notes
All routing occurs at layer 3. IP packets are often contained inside of frames. This is where the best path the packet should take is defined.Do a real-time ipconfig /all and note IP, subnet, and gateway. Demonstrate a PING with IP and hostname. Demonstrate nslookup and change server

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Network_packet
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Layer 4 – Transport

• TCP and UDP
• TCP is a connection-oriented protocol. 

Cares about data getting to destination 
and retransmits if any data is lost

• UDP is connectionless. Cares about 
getting there quickly

• Both use certain ports for certain 
applications that we will talk about later

• Our packets get organized 
(segmentation,) and reassembled here

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Our data on the network gets organized and reassembled here. All of our data chunks (packets) are gathered here and organized. The transport layer ensure that data is delivered error free and in the correct sequence. Get foam ball and announce that I am UDP. Make horrible throw to someone and miss on purpose. Do the same announcing that you are TCP, only make sure they get that ball!
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Layer 5 - Session

• How your computer/device 
handles multiple applications 
using the network at the same 
time

• Termination of connections

• netstat –a can show you 
sessions from a command 
prompt! 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Session layer keeps track of whose turn it is to transmit data. Does synchronization of data streams. Demonstrate a quick netstat –a 
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Layer 6 - Presentation

• Data Conversion and formatting
• Some encryption
• Compression
• Presents to the Application 

Layer
• JPEG, MIDI, GIF, etc

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Layer 6 takes care of converting data into a common format before transmitting. Takes care of compression which can reduce the number of bits to be transmitted. Encryption at transmitting end and decryption at the receiving end. 
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Layer 7 - Application

• The most visible part of the 
network for end users

• Email applications, web 
browsers etc. 

• Buzzword time! Layer 7 Firewall. 
Firewall that can sort traffic 
based on applications

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Layer 7 firewalls can filter based on application type. You can block things like Snapchat, BitTorrent, and Facebook here. Our traditional web filtering blocks by URL, layer 7 firewalls can inspect traffic based on the actual application signatures. You will often times see this labeled as Application Control. For example, you can allow things like Facebook, but block Facebook Messenger. 
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For Fun – Layer 8 – The User 
Layer
• Problem that exists between 

the keyboard and the chair
• Can’t get to Facebook, so 

internet must be down
• Is not sure why their computer 

is soooo slow
• Once brought in home router, 

plugged in, and brought down 
the entire network…
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Remembering the Layers

• Here are a couple of 
mnemonics to help

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Does anyone know any others that have helped them remember the layers?Some others:From Application to Physical (top down): All People Seem To Need Data ProcessingAll Pros Search Top Notch Donut PlacesA Penguin Said That Nobody Drinks PepsiA Priest Saw Two Nuns Doing PushupsFrom Physical to Application (bottom up):Please Do Not Throw Sausage Pizza AwayPew! Dead Ninja Turtles Smell Particularly AwfulPeople Don’t Need To See Paula AbdulPete Doesn’t Need To Sell Pickles Anymore
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Troubleshooting with OSI
Which layer does each step belong to?

• Is it plugged in?
• Is there a link light?
• Do you have an IP address?
• Can you ping your gateway?
• Can you ping your DNS server?
• Can you ping the hostname of 

your website?
• Can you open the website in 

another browser?

Presenter
Presentation Notes
What layer corresponds to each of these? Phy, Link, Network, Network, Network, Network, AppLayer 1 – Cable plugged in? Cable known good? Layer 2 – Do we get a link light? Dead NIC or switch port? Can we do an ARP and see other devices on the network? Are we on the correct VLAN?Layer 3 – Do we have an IP address? Is it on the correct network? Can we ping other local devices? Can we ping outside of our network?
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OSI MODEL QUIZ TIME!!!!

• Hope you paid attention!
• We need a 90% or better to get 

lunch!
• http://www.gocertify.com/qui

zzes/osi/osi-1.html

Presenter
Presentation Notes
We’re going to do this together. I have lined up a couple quizzes during this for fun.

http://www.gocertify.com/quizzes/osi/osi-1.html
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OSI Model Links

• OSI in action 
http://www.rebeladmin.com/2
014/06/osi-in-action/

• Layers of OSI Model Explained 
https://www.guru99.com/laye
rs-of-osi-model.html

http://www.rebeladmin.com/2014/06/osi-in-action/
https://www.guru99.com/layers-of-osi-model.html
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OSI Conclusion

• Unless you plan to take a 
network certification test, I 
would recommend focusing on 
the first 4 layers to aid in 
troubleshooting

• Any questions on OSI?

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Is anyone thinking of getting some certifications? CompTIA Network +, Cisco CCNA, Fortinet NSE4 and pretty much any other network certification will require you to know the OSI model inside and out. Expect to know which protocols go to which layer, where network devices fall, etc.Is anyone pursuing or recently completed any network certifications? Which ones?
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IP Addressing

• IP addresses are a 32 bit sequence of 
1s and 0s

• It is a way to identify devices on a 
network

• Each group of 8 bits is called an octet
• Examples –

• 192.168.1.150
• 150.199.8.1
• 8.8.8.8
• 11000000.10101000.00000001.11001000 

• IP to binary calculator 
https://miniwebtool.com/ip-address-
to-binary-converter/

Presenter
Presentation Notes
We are not going to go into binary and subnetting today. There are too many free tools out there that will do this for you. I think it is important to know how addressing and subnetting work, but for the sake of time and everyone’s sanity we will simply to a high level discussion. 

https://miniwebtool.com/ip-address-to-binary-converter/
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How Does Your Network Use IP 
Addressing?
• Do you have static IP addresses on your 

network? (Do you have to manually assign 
an address every time you get a new 
computer)?

• Do you have a DHCP server that handles all 
of your IP addresses? This is usually a 
Windows server or your firewall (Do you 
simply plug a new computer into your 
network and it can get to the internet)? 

• Do you know your IP scheme and subnet 
mask?

• We can help you determine this if you 
aren’t sure

• Subnet Calculator -
https://www.calculator.net/ip-subnet-
calculator.html

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Let’s take a peek at this online subnet calculator to see how many addresses are available on one of your networks. 

https://www.calculator.net/ip-subnet-calculator.html
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Dynamic Host Configuration 
Protocol (DHCP) Server
• One of the most important roles on 

your network
• DHCP server enables computer to 

request IP address and other 
parameters (DNS, Gateway, lease time, 
etc.)

• Typically resides on server, firewall, or 
router

• Uses Bootstrap Protocol (BOOTP)
• DORA – Discovery, Offer, Request, 

Acknowledgement
• https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Dynamic

_Host_Configuration_Protocol

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Life as an IT Admin without DHCP would be quite the nightmare. Imagine having to manually assigned IP addresses for every device on the network. That would get old quick. DHCP allows us to simply plug something into our network and it does a broadcast to find out what the DHCP server is (DISCOVERY). Once found the server offers up and IP address (OFFER.) Then the client does a REQUEST to accept and keep the offered IP. After this the DHCP server ACKNOWLEDGES the client keeps the IP and adds it to it’s IP pool.  

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Dynamic_Host_Configuration_Protocol
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Public vs Private
• Public IP addresses are limited. There 

are about 4.3 billion that can be used
• There are about 7.8 billion people in the 

world
• Private IPs are what most of us use on 

our local area networks 
• IPv6 give us many more public 

addresses, but is not widely used yet by 
smaller networks. 340 undecillion IP 
addresses. 
340,000,000,000,000,000,000,000,000,
000,000,000,000

• Find out what your public IP address is 
https://www.ipchicken.com/

Presenter
Presentation Notes
How many devices do you personally have that connect to the internet? Think about Alexa enabled devices, smart phones, tablets, PCs etc. Make sure that you are documenting any statically assigned IP addresses that you use, both private and public. Let’s check to see what our public IP address is here. 

https://www.ipchicken.com/
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IP Troubleshooting
• Make sure your device is getting an IP? Use ipconfig 

to verify. 
• Can you ping other devices on the network? Use 

PING
• Can you ping the gateway?
• Can you tracert to host?
• Commands for troubleshooting – ipconfig /all –

ipconfig /flushdns - ping 8.8.8.8 - tracert
amazon.com and then amazon.co.uk to compare

• WHOIS IP Lookup -
https://www.ultratools.com/tools/ipWhoisLookup

• Angry IP Scanner – Scans specified subnet to show 
what IP addresses are taken https://angryip.org/

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Let’s go over IPCONFIG /ALL IPCONFIG /FLUSHDNS PING local server IP, PING HOSTNAME, TRACERT to amazon.com then to Sophos.com, then to Samsung.com and compare routes. Does everyone know what the first tracert hop is? It should be your gateway.Use WHOIS IP lookup to check on an unknown IP. Also use it to check 150.199.1.10Open Angry IP Scanner and show

https://www.ultratools.com/tools/ipWhoisLookup
https://angryip.org/
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Troubleshooting Example

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Will the PC be able to reach the server? If not, why? 
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Troubleshooting Example

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Now we have changed the subnet to match the server. Will it work?
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Network Address Translation 
(NAT)
• In order to allow us all to get on the 

public internet, most of us use NAT

• NAT allows you to only use one 
public IP address for ALL of your 
devices

• NAT’ing is typically done on your 
firewall

• PAT (Port Address Translation) is 
used to gain access to servers etc
from outside your network

Presenter
Presentation Notes
You can also use a NAT pool and have several IP addresses used by your firewall. This can help mitigate some DDoS attacks. NAT has a cousin named PAT that is typically used to access web servers, DVRs, or other servers/application from the outside. 





Presenter
Presentation Notes
Think of the firewalls outside IP address as a regular old phone number. The inside IPs are like internal phone extensions. Just like you only have one phone number that is accessible to the outside world in this scenario, we only have one public facing IP address. All of our internal clients are similar to the extensions we see. 
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IP or NAT Questions?
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TCP and UDP Ports

• Certain network protocols used 
certain TCP/UDP ports

• Important for firewall 
troubleshooting

• 65535 possible TCP and UDP 
ports

• 0-1023 are well known ports
• Example –

https://www.google.com:443

Presenter
Presentation Notes
The ports for our most common protocols are also very important if you are pursuing any network certifications. Make sure you know these by heart! Remember that TCP is connection-oriented and UDP is connectionless. 
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Common TCP/UDP Ports
Here are some worthy TCP ports to 

remember!
• HTTP – 80
• HTTPS – 443
• SSH - 22
• SMTP – 25

UDP Ports to remember: 
• DNS – 53
• NTP – 123
• https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/List_of_TCP_and_UDP_port_num

bers

• Anyone have any unique ports that they have 
had to open up for certain education testing 
or other websites?

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/List_of_TCP_and_UDP_port_numbers
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QUIZ TIME!

• TCP/UDP Port Quiz
• Let’s see how we do
• 82% or better for free lunch, 

otherwise organizations that start 
with the letter “C” will be buying!

• https://www.examcompass.com
/comptia-network-plus-
certification-exam-n10-007-tcp-
and-udp-ports-quiz

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Let’s run through this quiz quick. I just want to show you what some of the common certifications (in this case Network+,) want us to know. 

https://www.examcompass.com/comptia-network-plus-certification-exam-n10-007-tcp-and-udp-ports-quiz
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Any Other Questions?

• Any additional questions or 
challenges that you are facing? 

• Any good TCP/IP stories?

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Maybe someone has had a duplicate IP issue, or a rouge DHCP server from someone bringing a home router in. Let’s take a 10 minute bio and stretch break, then we will get started on wireless!
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Wireless Networking

• 802.11 is a standard that defines 
how wireless devices connect 
and how to secure the connection

• IEEE sets these standards
• Are you familiar with all the 

different types? 
802.11a/b/n/g/ac/ax?

• Wi-Fi numbers now correspond 
with each 802.11 standard to 
make it easier for average users 
to understand 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
The IEEE (Institute of Electrial and Electronics Engineers) sets the standards. 
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Wi-Fi Versions

• Wi-Fi 1 = 802.11b - 1999
• Wi-Fi 2 = 802.11a - 1999
• Wi-Fi 3 = 802.11g - 2003
• Wi-Fi 4 = 802.11n - 2009
• Wi-Fi 5 = 802.11ac - 2013
• Wi-Fi 6 = 802.11ax - 2019

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Why are these important? Well, as a tech person, I don’t think they are, at least not for me personally. With that being said, this isn’t really marketed to us as much as it is to our end users. When they see something like “the new iPhone supports the latest Wi-Fi 6,” they are going to ask us if our wireless network also supports the new standard. Make sure you know these when ordering new equipment, such as laptop/Chromebooks that will be connecting wirelessly. Having a older WLAN network card may prevent you from connecting to newer access points at higher speeds. 
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Wireless Frequency 

• There are two frequencies that 
wireless networks run on – 2.4GHz 
and 5Ghz

• Do you know what frequency your 
wireless network is running on?

• Do you know what advantages and 
disadvantages there are for both?

Presenter
Presentation Notes
If you have a device that is only capable of 2.4GHz, you probably have noticed that it doesn’t see our MOREnet conference network. This is due to the interference that is in that band of frequency. 
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2.4GHz vs 5GHz

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Another sweet meme for the younger crowd. 
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2.4 GHz 
Advantages/Disadvantages
• Only 3 usable channels available 

for Wi-Fi
• 1, 6, and 11

• Other devices can interfere
• Microwaves, cordless phones, 

garage doors etc

• Speeds not as fast
• May need to turn off 2.4 radios in 

densely deployed areas
• Can penetrate walls/objects

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Remember when, or have you heard about a time when there were only 3 available TV channels? Before cable, satellite and streaming, we relied on over the air TV channels. The major networks ABC, NBC, and CBS were about all the you could get. Well, 2.4 wireless is about the same…3 channels available for the entire network. Ugh, can you imagine only having 3 channels to watch and no on demand streaming? Ask Dave to compare with CB Radio
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2.4 GHz Channels

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Our non-lapping usable channels are 1, 6, and 11 on the 2.4 GHz band. What happens if I put an access point on channel 3 or 9? Use example of school that was using all channels on 2.4
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5Ghz Advantages/Disadvantages

• Instead of the 3 available non-
overlapping channels that 2.4 
offers, 5GHz gives us 23

• With all those channels we can 
start bonding, so we can combine 
up to 8 channels for faster speeds 
(don’t do this!!!)

• Does not travel as far as 2.4GHz

• Attenuation is greater on 5Ghz 
(does not penetrate walls as well)

Presenter
Presentation Notes
We will talk about the difference in channels on the next slide. 5GHz give us much less chance to have interference as we have more channels to play with. 5GHz does not go as far, but this can actually be an advantage in a school with APs in every classroom as the signal can be contained just in the classroom where the AP is mounted. Same with attenuation. Think of attenuation in the same sense as how sunglasses work. Light is filtered in the same way the wireless signal is. 
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5GHz Channels

Presenter
Presentation Notes
With 5GHz we have 23 20 MHz channels available to us. This allows us to use “wide channels,” which is what bonding channels together is called. 20MHz channels can be combined with up to 8 channels. As we see in this picture, this only give us two available spaces to play, and is not good! Combining two 20MHz channels gives us 12 wide channels to play with, 80MHz gives us 6. Notice that some of channels are labeled as “DFS.” We will talk about that next. I would recommend sticking with single 20MHz channels or the 40MHz wide channels to avoid overlap. 
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Dynamic Frequency Selection 
(DFS) Channels
• Channels 52-144 are DFS Channels
• These channels are shared with radars and may or may 

not be available to use
• Your APs and wireless controller will detect if these are 

used and if not, you can use them
• If channels are in use, your AP can move to another 

channel automatically (kicks clients off)
• You will probably need to go to the settings on your 

controller and enable “Use DFS Channels”
• Tons of info on DFS here 

http://wifinigel.blogspot.com/2018/05/the-5ghz-
problem-for-wi-fi-networks-dfs.html

• List of WLAN channels -
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/List_of_WLAN_channels

• FCC Info -
https://apps.fcc.gov/oetcf/kdb/forms/FTSSearchResul
tPage.cfm?switch=P&id=27155

Presenter
Presentation Notes
DFS channels are typically not available out of the box. You will need to tell your wireless controller to use them. In most cases you should be fine to use them, but it really depends on your physical location and if radars are in use. Doppler radar is one that comes to mind. Show where to turn DFS on in Extreme/Aerohive - Log into Hive. Configure, Network Policies, Edit on of the Policies, Device Templates, Choose Template, Edit Radio Profile for a 5GHz radio

http://wifinigel.blogspot.com/2018/05/the-5ghz-problem-for-wi-fi-networks-dfs.html
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/List_of_WLAN_channels
https://apps.fcc.gov/oetcf/kdb/forms/FTSSearchResultPage.cfm?switch=P&id=27155
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Wireless Interference
• When more than one AP use the 

same channel as another one in 
close proximity, it can cause 
interference 

• Interference can cause major 
slowness on your wireless network

• If using 2.4 band, make sure to come 
up with a channel plan

• Most wireless controllers can do the 
channel planning and power settings 
automatically, even with that, we 
often still see interference in densely 
deployed areas

Presenter
Presentation Notes
You should all have a slip of paper with a number on it. Let’s pretend that each of you is a wireless access point broadcasting on the 2.4 GHz range. Which channels will be successful? Which will have interference?  --- If you have more than 3 access points on the 2.4. GHz band and they are within proximity of each other, you probably have some inference on your network. 
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Wireless Interference cont. 

• Let’s take a look at what kind of 
wireless APs we can see from 
here. 

• There are many free Wi-Fi 
Analyzers. We are going to use 
Acrylic’s free version. 

• https://www.acrylicwifi.com/e
n/downloads-free-license-
wifi-wireless-network-
software-tools/

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Show them Acrylic Wi-Fi Home, talk about mobile apps like WiFi Analyzer 

https://www.acrylicwifi.com/en/downloads-free-license-wifi-wireless-network-software-tools/
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Wireless Controllers

• Can handle the configuration of 
your access points

• Can adjust channels and power 
to detect and avoid 
interference

• Can be hardware or cloud-
based

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Hopefully everyone with more than a couple access points has some sort of wireless controller. These can live on your network or in the cloud. Wireless controllers make our lives easier by managing configuration (hook a new AP to the network and you can push configuration to it,) adjusting power, adjusting what channels each AP using to avoid interference. Some common ones that we see are Extreme/Aerohive, Cisco/Meraki, Ubiquiti and HP/Aruba. All of these vendors offer both cloud and onsite versions. 
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Wireless Security

• There are a few different types of 
wireless authentication that we run 
into

• Open System Authentication
• PSK (Pre-Shared Key) is the most 

common
• PPSK – Private Pre-Shared Key
• MAC address Filtering
• 802.1x – Uses RADIUS, transparent to 

users

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Open – the simplest way to setup a wireless network as there is no password needed to connect. Might be useful in guest networks, but make sure all traffic is segregated from the rest of the network and between devices that connect. Can use a Captive Portal to have user agree to an AUP. PSK – The most common and probably what most of our small – medium members use. How often are you changing yours?PPSK – Can be assigned to one or more individuals. Aerohive/Extreme – it is an SSID that has unique usernames and passwords for each user. Key can be delivered to user via SMS or email. MAC Address filtering – Great to keep only devices that you are aware of on your network. Horrible for management as you have to manually enter each device. Is anyone doing this method?802.1x – The most complicated of the setups that we are talking about. Requires a RADIUS server. Can authenticate against users Active Directory credentials. Is anyone using this method?
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Proper Installation of APs

• How are you installing your 
access points?

• There are ceiling and 
sometimes wall mounts 
available for enterprise grade 
access points 

• Will you have one in each 
classroom? 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Sometimes we go on assessments and see access points sitting on a bookshelf or under a desk. This may be fine for home, but in a school or library we really need to consider placement. Most APs are designed to be mounting in a ceiling and should come with the appropriate mounting hardware. There are also several companies making wall mounted APs for lower density areas. If you have a room with 15 or more staff/students you should absolutely consider having a dedicated AP for that room. Of course all APs are different and some can support many more users than others. 
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Wireless and Building Materials

• Did you know that the material that 
your walls/ceilings/floor are made 
out of can drastically affect your 
wireless coverage?

• Concrete and metal are the worse for 
your wireless signal

• Drywall won’t absorb too much
• 2.4GHz won’t have as many issues 

penetrating building material

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Consider the building materials that were used in the construction of your building and how it will affect your wireless. For libraries, large metal bookshelves can cause issues. In schools, lockers, metal desks, and metal filing cabinets can cause dead zones. Your wireless signal can not penetrate metal and will simply bounce off of metal surfaces, think metal faraday cage, which blocks EM fields. Solid concrete is also going to drastically affect your signal. Remember that 2.4GHz can go farther, but will be slower and more susceptible to interference. 
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Using a Wireless Planning Map

• Most wireless controllers come 
with an option to create a 
planning map

• You will need a floorplan that is 
to scale

• Let‘s look at the MOREnet
office and play around with our 
Extreme/Aerohive controller

Presenter
Presentation Notes
I also have the UniFi demo example if there is time. 
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Wireless Site Survey

• Can be useful if you have dead 
zones or areas where you suspect 
there is a lot of interference. 

• MOREnet offers these as a for fee 
service. We have a NetScout (Fluke) 
Optiview XG. 

• If you just have a small area and 
want a free DIY option, look at 
Ekahau HeatMapper

• https://www.ekahau.com/product
s/heatmapper/overview/

Presenter
Presentation Notes
If we have time I will show the Ekahau free version. It is not very good, but if you are in a pinch and want to try something free, it may be worth your time. They have a pro paid for version that looks much nicer. 

https://www.ekahau.com/products/heatmapper/overview/
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Useful Wireless Terms
• MIMO – Multiple Input, Multiple Output
• MU-MIMO – Multi Users, Multiple Input, Multiple 

Output
• Spatial Stream – Independent and separately 

coded stream 
• 2x2, 3x3, 4x4 – Number of antenna supporting 

number of spatial streams
• RSSI – Received Signal Strength Indicator – Your 

wireless signal strength. Strive for -67dBm or 
better

• SNR – Signal-to-Noise Ratio – Difference 
between received wireless signal and noise floor

• There will be links at the end for each of these 
terms! 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Purchasing wireless APs can be quite daunting. Here are some common terms that you will run into and a brief explanation. I will have links for these at the end of the wireless section that go into greater detail. MIMO – Uses multiple transmitters and recievers to transfer more data at the same time. 802.11n and up support this (WiFi 4). Serves one device at a time. MU-MIMO – Same, but serves multiple devices simultaneously. 1x1  - One antenna supporting one spatial stream2x2 – Two “”””3x3 -  Three “””4x4 – Four “””
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Powering our Access Points

• How do we power those 
properly mounted access points 
that are in the ceiling?

• We need either a Power Over 
Ethernet (PoE) enabled switch, or 
wireless power injectors

• PoE switch is the preferred 
method

Presenter
Presentation Notes
I have told you that those access points that are on the shelf are not installed correctly and should be mounted in the ceiling. You probably are thinking, but how do I power them up there. Most of us don’t have power outlets just hanging out in the ceiling (although if you have projectors mounted you probably do). PoE switches are the way to go here. If you are in the market for a new switch and will have access points (cameras and VOIP phones often time also use PoE) plugged in to it, make sure that it has PoE. We will talk a little more about PoE on the next slide. 
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Power Over Ethernet

• Enables your network cables to 
carry low voltage power

• You only need one cable for data 
and power

• Can power your access points, VOIP 
phones, cameras etc.

• 802.3af is standard Type 1 PoE
• 802.3at is Type 2 and is often 

referred as PoE+
• Can transmit up to 100 meters (328 

ft)

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Think about having to run power for every access point, camera, and VOIP phone on your network. It would be a nightmare! With a PoE enabled switches we can simply plug our AP, phones and cameras in and not only power them, but also pass the normal data that we want, all on one network cable! This makes implementing APs and cameras in harder to reach areas way more possible. 
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PoE Tips
• When purchasing a PoE switch make note of 

how much power will be used by all of your 
devices, this is noted as PoE power budget

• Your switches power budget is the maximum 
amount of power that can be dispersed to your 
switch ports

• Check specs on your access points and the 
switch itself

• 802.3af PoE can give you about 15 Watts per 
port

• 802.3at PoE+ can give you 30Watts per port
• PoE Calculator http://poe-

world.com/Calculator/
• HP/Aruba command example for budget
• https://techhub.hpe.com/eginfolib/networking

/docs/switches/WB/15-18/5998-
8162_wb_2920_mcg/content/ch03s05.html

Presenter
Presentation Notes
You want to make sure that the switch or switches that you purchase have enough power budget to power up all of your devices. If you exceed this budget, all of your devices might not power up (on startup). Also note that when your devices are booting up, they will use more power than when they are fully booted. 

http://poe-world.com/Calculator/
https://techhub.hpe.com/eginfolib/networking/docs/switches/WB/15-18/5998-8162_wb_2920_mcg/content/ch03s05.html
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Questions?

• Any questions on wireless and 
PoE?

• Any interference or other horror 
stories to share?
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Wireless Links
• Spatial Streams Explained 

https://www.digitalairwireless.com/articl
es/blog/wi-fi-spatial-streaming-
explained

• MIMO and MU-
MIMOhttps://www.pcworld.com/article/
2928725/how-mu-mimo-wi-fi-works.html

• SNR and RSSI -
https://community.arubanetworks.com/t
5/Controller-Based-WLANs/What-is-
the-relationship-between-data-rate-SNR-
and-RSSI/ta-p/178312

https://www.digitalairwireless.com/articles/blog/wi-fi-spatial-streaming-explained
https://www.pcworld.com/article/2928725/how-mu-mimo-wi-fi-works.html
https://community.arubanetworks.com/t5/Controller-Based-WLANs/What-is-the-relationship-between-data-rate-SNR-and-RSSI/ta-p/178312
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Network Documentation

• Do you have documentation on 
your network?

• What things are you 
documenting? 

• We will discuss items that are 
helpful to have and will 
expedite your troubleshooting 
efforts

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Everyone’s favorite subject. The one thing you know you need more of, and wish you actually had more time to do. Documentation of your network can save you lots of time when troubleshooting, especially if you are working with someone remotely. 
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Network Diagrams

Presenter
Presentation Notes
This is a simple sample network diagram of my lab. This was made in Microsoft Visio.
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Network Diagrams cont.

• Document major devices and IP 
addresses etc. 

• Servers and their roles
• Microsoft Visio most common

• Two free options
• https://cloud.smartdraw.com/
• https://draw.io

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Visio is probably the most common, of course it isn’t free. Most vendors have Visio shapes available for their devices that you can download if you want to get fancy. The important thing here is having the information, but it is easy to get caught up in finding the appropriate shapes and making your diagram aesthetically pleasing.  I know it is hard to find time to do things like create diagrams, so try to get all the useful data in first, and then come back and make things pretty. 

https://cloud.smartdraw.com/
https://draw.io/
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Helpful Documents

• Have all static IP addresses 
documented, both public and private

• Label and document all network 
drops and switch ports

• Document when licenses expire as 
well as when support contracts are 
due

• Keep this up to date! 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Every once in a while someone will call us asking what public IP addresses they have available. We basically give you a block of IPs and you get to pick which one you use and should be documenting them. We can check the ARP table on the router to get an idea, but it is up to you to have this info. You should also be noting all private static IPs that are in use for things like servers, printers, switches, etc. Having your network drops labeled on both sides is extremely helpful for troubleshooting (just ask anyone who has had to track this down when there is an issue!) Having switch ports documented is really going the extra mile, you can also put descriptions in most switch configs to let you know what is connected to them. Another key item to have documented is when licenses expire and support contracts end. These always seem to sneak up on people after budgets are created, so having everything in one spot can save you from headaches. Outdated information is sometimes worse than no information, so keep this stuff updated!
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How Organized is Your 
Network?

• Are you a before or an after?



Be better connected.
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Network Organization

• Hopefully your network is more like 
the “after” in examples

• Do you have a rack or racks for your 
network gear? 

• Do you have vertical and horizontal 
cable management? 

• If you answered no to either of these, 
please consider adding to your budget

• If someone else manages the network, 
consider having them strive towards 
our “after” examples
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Data Center, NOC, Server Room 
Best Practices
• Whatever you call it…it needs 

certain items to be “happy”
• Do you have separate A/C for 

your room?
• Do you have adequate power 

and use UPS’s?
• Who has access to your room?
• Any sensors to detect 

overheating or water?

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Happy servers and network gear equals happy users. Happy users equals happy tech person. Does your whatever you call it room have a dedicated air conditioning system, or are you stuck in a shared area? Do you at least have your most important equipment plugged into UPS systems? When is the last time you checked the batteries? Are only authorized IT folks allowed in your room? Do you keep it locked at all times? You should! If it is 2:00am and your room overheats, will it notify you? What about a water leak? These are important things to think about. If Dave is in the room see if he can tell his CPS horror story. 
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Group Discussion -How Are You 
Doing Content Filtering?
• Let’s discuss different ways of doing 

your web/content filtering
• Do you have a dedicated filter, or a 

NGFW (Next Gen Firewall?)
• Are you filtering devices that go 

offsite? 
• What vendors have been the best? 

How about the worst?
• Are you filtering HTTPS? How are you 

dealing with certificates?

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Are you simply using one device to filter everything, or are you using a combination of things, like a traditional filter appliance and DNS filtering? Anyone just using an NGFW? Is filtering offsite devices an issue for you? How are you handling it?



Thanks for your time!
Josh Noble
josh@more.net



(800) 509-6673
www.more.net
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